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We investigate the implications of the dark axion portal interaction, the axion-photon-dark photon
vertex, for the future experiments SHiP and FASER. We also study the phenomenology of the combined
vector portal (kinetic mixing of the photon and dark photon) and dark axion portal. The muon g − 2

discrepancy is unfortunately not solved even with the two portals, but the low-energy beam dump
experiments with monophoton detection capability can open new opportunities in light dark sector searches
using the combined portals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of dark matter is one of the most important
motivators for new physics scenarios. The Standard Model
(SM) can only explain about 5% of the total energy budget
of the Universe, while dark matter is expected to make up a
much larger 27% [1]. Although the weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) picture has been a driving force in
dark matter studies, the atmosphere has changed somewhat
in the past decade due in part to the absence of signals after
extensive searches by both underground and collider
experiments [2]. Among the various alternative pictures
that have been put forward are that the dark sector could
contain multiple different dark sector particles such as dark
fermions, dark Higgs, the dark photon, and axions.
Communication between the dark sector and the SM can

be established through the concept of a “portal.” For
instance, the vector portal connects the SM photon to
the dark photon through kinetic mixing [3] and the axion
portals such as the axion-photon-photon vertex connect the
axion to two SM particles [4]. These portals have been
widely used by experiments to search for dark sector
particles [5]. Recently, a new portal called “dark axion
portal”was suggested that connects both the axion and dark
photon to the SM through axion-photon-dark photon as
well as axion-dark photon-dark photon vertices, which can
be exploited to study the axion and dark photon without
relying on the two existing portals [6].

There have been several previous studies using this
portal (e.g., see Refs. [7–14]). Of particular relevance to
this work, Ref. [13] studied how measurements of lepton
g − 2 and experiments such as B-factories, fixed target
neutrino experiments and beam dump experiments could be
used to constrain the dark axion portal coupling Gaγγ0 . The
primary purposes of this paper are (i) to study the
implications of the dark axion portal for the future experi-
ments SHiP and FASER, and (ii) to explore new channels
that become available when we consider both the vector
portal and the dark axion portal. For the latter, we discuss
whether the 3.5σ level muon g − 2 anomaly [1] can be
explained in the presence of the two portals, and also point
out substantial advantages in exploring the combined dark
sector if monophoton searches can be implemented in beam
dump experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

we provide a short overview of the dark axion portal and
define our parametrization. In Sec. III, we calculate the
projected sensitivity of the SHiP experiment using CERN’s
SPS proton beam line. In Sec. IV, we calculate the projected
sensitivity of the FASER and FASER 2 experiments at the
LHC. In Sec. V, we study three experiments, MATHUSLA,
NA62 and REDTOP, which we do not project to provide
new constraints on the dark axion portal with their currently
planned analyses. In Sec. VI, we show that a combination
of the vector and dark axion portals is incapable of
explaining the muon g − 2 discrepancy due to constraints
on the coupling strengths of the two portals. In Sec. VII, we
consider how the inclusion of an invisible decay channel to
some invisible dark matter candidate chi, γ0 → χχ̄, affects
muon g − 2 and the limits discussed in this paper. In
Sec. VIII, we discuss how a beam dump experiment
exploiting the monophoton signal may be used to probe
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a combination of the dark axion and vector portals. In
Sec. IX, we summarize the results.

II. DARK AXION PORTAL

The axion and dark axion portals introduce the following
new interaction terms:

Laxion portal ¼
Gagg

4
aGμνG̃

μν þGaγγ

4
aFμνF̃μν þ � � � ð1Þ

Ldark axion portal ¼
Gaγγ0

2
aFμνZ̃0μν þ Gaγ0γ0

4
aZ0

μνZ̃0μν; ð2Þ

where a stands for the axion (or axion-like particle), and
Gμν, Fμν, Z0

μν stand for the gluon (g), photon (γ), and dark
photon (γ0) field strengths, respectively. The axion and dark
axion portals are produced through anomaly triangles
although the exact couplings are dependent on the under-
lying model. An example implementation through the dark
KSVZ model can be found in Ref. [6].
The vector portal is compatible with the dark axion

portal, and introduces a kinetic mixing (parametrized by ε)
between the photon and the dark photon,

Lvector portal ¼
ε

2
FμνZ0μν: ð3Þ

We will assume the same setup as Ref. [13], that is that
ma ≪ mγ0 , and that the model-dependent parameters are
arranged such that Gaγγ is sufficiently small that its effects
can be neglected in the processes considered in this paper.
The small mass ma ensures that the a is long lived on the
timescales considered by beam dump and fixed target
experiments. We will focus on the effects of the new
Gaγγ0 coupling introduced by the dark axion portal in the
regime where kinetic mixing ε ¼ 0 in Secs. III and IV and
consider the case where both portals are open afterward.
It is worthwhile to mention that the Gaγγ0 coupling could

potentially be constrained directly or indirectly by channels
we do not consider in this paper; directly by considering the
astroparticle phenomena such as the stellar cooling or
horizontal branch stars; indirectly by the relation between
the Gaγγ and Gaγγ0 depending on the model. In this paper,
however, we limit ourselves only to controlled laboratory
experiments and study what they tell us about the direct
constraints and implications of the new portal.
The dark photon γ0 may decay through a number of

different channels in the dark axion model. The two-body
decay γ0 → aγ through the dark axion portal is the
dominant channel with a decay width

Γðγ0 → γaÞ ¼ G2
aγγ0

96π
m3

γ0

�
1 −

m2
a

m2
γ0

�
3

: ð4Þ

The three-body decay processes γ0 → eþe−a and γ0 →
μþμ−a are also possible, with a branching fraction of a

few percent that increases with mγ0 , as shown in Fig. 1.
While not dominant, these channels provide a signature
very similar to the lepton antilepton signal used to search
for kinetically mixed visibly decaying dark photons, and
those searches can be repurposed as probes of the dark
axion portal.

III. SHiP

The search for hidden particles (SHiP) [15,16] is a
proposed proton beam dump experiment using the CERN
SPS. They plan to impact 2 × 1020 protons with 400 GeVof
energy onto a molybdenum target over five years of
running. The current plans call for both a neutrino detector
capable of searching for ντ interactions and a decay pipe
followed by electron and hadron calorimeters to search for
the decays of rare, long-lived particles. This analysis will
focus on dark axion portal signals visible in the SHiP decay
volume: electron-positron pair production and a mono-
photon signal.
We will follow the γ0 search of Ref. [17] with some input

from Refs. [18,19] for a possible decay volume and
detector geometry. We assume a 50-meter long cylindrical
decay pipe with a diameter of 5 meters. The upstream face
of the cylinder is located 50 meters from the production
target and is parallel to the beam line with no horizontal or
vertical offset.
Following previous work in modeling dark axion portal

production at the CHARM experiment in Ref. [13], we
consider production through the decays of the pseudoscalar
mesons π0 and η. The neutral pseudoscalar mesons are
produced in large quantities at fixed target and beam dump
experiments, though rarely studied as they do not supply
significant background or signal without the introduction of
new physics. The rare decays through the dark axion portal
π0, η → aγγ0 provide an important source of dark photons

FIG. 1. The branching ratio of γ0 → aeþe− and γ0 → aμþμ−
through the dark axion portal in the ma ≪ mγ0 limit. The leptonic
decay processes are forbidden for mγ0 < 2ml (l ¼ e, μ). The
slight dip near 0.8 GeV is due to the presence of hadronic decay
channels.
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whose visible decay products could be detected in beam
dump experiments like SHiP. We could also consider
production through bremsstrahlung, though the required
2 → 4 production process is expected to suppress the
overall production rate significantly.
The simulation of the production, propagation, and decay

of dark axion portal particles was performedwith amodified
version of the BDNMC software package [20]. The generation
of pseudoscalar meson decays requires knowledge of the
angular-momentum production distributions for both the π0

and η, as well as an estimate of the overall production rate. A
number of different methods of simulating these meson
distributions were recently tested and compared with avail-
able experimental data in the very helpful review included in
Ref. [21] in the context of axion-like particle production.
One approach that has been employed previously is to
approximate the π0 distribution by the mean of a pair of
appropriate πþ and π− distributions, as this closely matches
the expected π0momentumdistribution at energies far above
the pion mass [22,23]. The η distribution is quite similar to
the π0 distribution when it is above threshold production
energies, and we will use the same distribution for both
particles. For SHiP energies, we adopt the charged pion
distributions of Ref. [24], collectively denoted the BMPT
distribution, as they are suitable for a variety of target
materials and beam energies.
The overall π0 production rate Nπ0 was estimated to be

approximately 2.7 per proton on target (POT) in Ref. [19].
Note that the number of γ0 per POT normalized by ε−2 was
calculated to be 5.41. The branching ratio of π0 → γγ0 is

2ε2 × ð1 − m2

γ0
m2

π0
Þ3 [25], and neglecting the mass dependent

phase space factors, we can divide by two to obtain the
estimated number of π0s per POT. This estimate is slightly
larger than but not inconsistent with those used previously
in Refs. [15,20], and is quite conservative when compared
to several of the production estimates of Ref. [21]. The η
production rate is scaled to that of the π0. For the SHiP
energy, we take Nη ¼ 0.1 × Nπ0 [19].
Sample meson 4-momenta are generated from the BMPT

distribution using a simple acceptance-rejection algorithm.
As the lifetime of the π0 and η are extremely short at
Oð10−17 sÞ or less [1], they do not propagate a significant
distance before decaying. We simulate the three-body
decay π0, η → aγγ0 as described in Ref. [13], discarding
the γ and a 4-momenta as they do not contribute to the
SHiP decay signal. The resulting list of γ0 4-momenta is
used to calculate the expected dark axion portal signal.
The probability that a γ0 with label i decays inside the

SHiP decay pipe through an observable channel is given by

Pdecay;i ¼ BrX

�
exp

�
−
L1;iEi

cτmγ0

�
− exp

�
−
L2;iEi

cτmγ0

��
; ð5Þ

where

(i) X ¼ γ0 → aeþe−,
(ii) Ei is the energy of the γ0,
(iii) τ is the lifetime of a γ0 with mass mγ0 and coupling

strength Gaγγ0 ,
(iv) L1;i is the distance the γ0 propagates before entering

the decay volume, and
(v) L2;i is the total distance traveled before exiting the

decay volume.
Each γ0 is decayed into an aeþe− final state. In order for

this state to be accepted, both leptons must intersect with
the end cap of the decay volume in order to enter the SHiP
calorimeters, and the momenta must satisfy peþ ; pe− >
1 GeV=c [17]. The total event rate expected from the
decays of meson j can be calculated as

Nevent;j¼
Njϵeff
Ntrials

Brðj→ aγγ0Þ
X
i

Pdecay;iθðpeþ;i;pe−;iÞ; ð6Þ

where
(i) j ¼ π0; η,
(ii) Pdecay;i ¼ 0 if the γ0 does not intersect the detector,
(iii) θðpeþ;i; pe−;iÞ ¼ 1 if the end-state leptons satisfy the

cuts mentioned above and 0 otherwise,
(iv) ϵeff ¼ 1 is the detection efficiency, and
(v) Ntrials is the total number of γ0 trajectories generated.

The total event rate is found by summing over j.
The projected sensitivity curve in Fig. 2 was generated

by scanning the dark axion parameter space in Gaγγ0 and
mγ0 . We assume zero background, and therefore exclude the
scenario when the predicted number of events generated
Nevent > 3. Note that the signal weakens considerably as
mγ0 → 2me, as the decay width of γ0 → aeþe− becomes
heavily suppressed by the available phase space, as shown
in Fig. 1. The branching ratio suppression is not reflected in
the otherwise similar CHARM limit, as it instead consid-
ered a monophoton signal produced through γ0 → aγ.
Despite sizable backgrounds, the monophoton search at
CHARMwas considerably more sensitive than a search for
eþe− final states.
SHiP may benefit from a similar monophoton search, but

this would require an estimate of the expected monophoton
backgrounds, the analysis of which is currently in progress.
Such a search would need to reject radiative processes from
long-lived muons produced at the interaction point or
through downstream neutrino interactions with matter.
The rare decay μ → eνμνeγ could be particularly problem-
atic if the detector does not properly identify the electron. If
the temporal and spatial resolution of reconstructed mono-
photons is poorer than that of charged particles, then
coincident cosmic rays and their products can also pose
a problem. To illustrate the potential of a SHiP monophoton
search, we have simulated the potential signal, requiring
that the emitted photon intersects with the end of the SHiP
decay pipe and possess energy larger than 2 GeV to match
the combined energy of the electron and positron. In Fig. 3,
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we show the contour where SHiP would observe 100
events, as was used in the CHARM monophoton analysis.
Note that the SHiP monophoton contour does not suffer
from the suppression in signal strength at mγ0 ≈ 2me

exhibited by the SHiP electron-positron signal. Should
studies indicate that the SHiP experiment is capable of a
background free search for monophotons, though, the
monophoton search will provide a dramatic improvement
in sensitivity over the eþe− channel.
There are a few interesting comments to be made about

this search:
(i) We have assumed that the a possesses a lifetime

sufficiently long to not decay on the timescale
required to travel from the SHiP target to the SHiP
decay volume, but this is not essential to the
analysis. There is no requirement that the a pro-
duced through meson decay survive to reach the
detector, and the secondary a produced through the
γ0 → aeþe− would result in a diphoton coincident
with the eþe− signal. The additional particles could
either be ignored or an additional analysis could

search for this more complicated end state. A search
for γ0 → aγ would also need to consider a three-
photon final state produced through the axion portal
decay a → γγ. The advantage of these more complex
final states is that all of the 4-momentum would be
accounted for, rendering it possible to reconstruct
the mass of the γ0 if the uncertainties in the measured
energies are sufficiently small while simultaneously
providing a window into the interactions of the a.

(ii) We did not consider the aμþμ− final state, nor the
possibility of bremsstrahlung γ0 production through
the dark axion portal, but their inclusion may extend
SHiP’s sensitivity to slightly larger values of mγ0 .

IV. FASER

The forward search experiment (FASER) [26–28] is a
proposed experiment with sensitivity to weakly coupled,
long-lived particles at the LHC. Searches for long-lived
particles with high transverse momenta are difficult at the
LHC due to the small Standard Model production cross
sections for such particles. By placing a detector in the far-
forward region of an existing LHC interaction point,
FASER can search for low transverse momentum, long-
lived particles for which the production cross section is
much larger. The planned location of FASER is 480 m
downstream from an LHC interaction point, by which point
the beam has curved away, and the intervening rock and dirt
have removed most SM particles. FASER would then
search for the visible decays of weakly coupled long-lived
particles, taking advantage of the extremely high boost
from the high energy of the LHC to extend their lifespans.

FIG. 3. The expected shape of a SHiP monophoton exclusion
contour, with a required event rate of 100 chosen for comparison
with the electron-positron signal. The monophoton search does
not suffer any suppression in its sensitivity for mγ0 ≈ 2me, and is
therefore capable of greatly improving upon the electron-positron
signal at low masses. The 100-event contour matches or surpasses
the zero-background electron-positron contour over the entire
parameter space of interest. Note that this is not a projection of
sensitivity, as the actual backgrounds could be substantially
worse and will require study by the collaboration to estimate.

FIG. 2. Limits on Gaγγ0 from high intensity experiments and the
projected sensitivity of the SHiP, FASER and MATHUSLA
experiments for ma ≪ mγ0 with ε ¼ 0. The limits from LSND
and MiniBooNE come from excess neutral current-like elastic
scattering events above the expected background from neutrino
and non-neutrino SM sources. The LSND limit reflects an excess
of 2σ over expected backgrounds,whileMiniBooNEassumes zero
background and excludes the scenario at a 90% confidence level.
The CHARM constraint reflects sensitivity to a 2σ excess in
monophoton production through γ0 → aγ decays in the CHARM
fine-grain detector. The electron and muon g − 2 lines indicate
where the scenario would degrade the agreement between theory
and experiment bymore than 2σ. The BABAR and Belle-II lines all
represent exclusions from 2σ monophoton excesses through the
annihilation process eþe− → aðγ0 → aγÞ. Further details on these
limits can be found in Ref. [13]. The SHiP projection denotes a
95% confidence level excess of greater than three eþe− events
reaching the SHiP electromagnetic calorimeter produced through
the decay γ0 → aeþe−, while the FASER and FASER2 projections
reflect the same for three events. Finally, the green MATHUSLA
limit denotes an excess of greater than four observed events.
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The FASER collaboration has performed a preliminary
analysis of its sensitivity to visible dark photon decays in
Refs. [27,29], and we will be adopting these searches to the
dark axion portal. The inelastic proton-proton cross section
was measured to be σinelastic ∼ 75 mb during the 13 TeV
LHC run, and is not expected to differ greatly for the
14 TeV collisions of LHC run 3. The total number of
inelastic collisions is therefore expected to be Ninelastic ≈
1.1 × 1016 for 150 fb−1 in LHC run 3.
As with the beam dump experiments studied previously,

we expect π0 and η decays to provide the primary source of
dark axion portal particles. The π0 and η production rates
and distributions were generated with EPOS-LHC [30]
through the CRMC v1.7 framework [31]. Note that these
rates were also compared with SIBYLL v2.3 and found to
be consistent at the small angles required by FASER
[32,33]. The total number of π0s (ηs) per interaction in
one hemisphere of the interaction point was calculated to be
19 (2.1). The production estimate is conservative, as we
would also expect secondary meson production to result
from other collision products impacting on material
between the interaction point and the FASER detector.
For this analysis, FASER is assumed to be a 1.5 m long

cylindrical decay region with 10 cm radius located 480 m
from the interaction point operating during LHC run 3. We
will also consider the sensitivity of a hypothetical FASER 2
detector, a 5 m cylinder with 1 m radius located 480 m
downstream from the interaction point. FASER 2 would
take data during the high luminosity LHC runs with an
expected luminosity 20 times larger than that of LHC run 3.
FASER is sensitive to the dark axion portal decay

γ0 → aeþe−, as it possesses a signature very similar to
that of the kinetically mixed dark photon. We will follow
the cuts imposed by the FASER dark photon analysis: The
dark photon must decay in the decay volume, both the
electron and positron must cross through the downstream
face of the decay volume, and the total visible energy must
satisfy Eeþ þ Ee− > 100 GeV. If we only consider mesons
with energies greater than 100 GeV, the number of π0s (ηs)
per POT drops to 2.43 (0.43) in the hemisphere fac-
ing FASER.
We assume negligible background and therefore impose

a cut on the parameter space predicted to generate more
than three events. We show the resulting contours in Fig. 2,
where the small inner contour represents the sensitivity of
FASER and the larger outer contour that of FASER 2. The
comparatively low luminosity hampers the ability of
FASER to probe the scenario compared to beam dump
experiments, and only FASER 2 is capable of excluding
new parameter space. Improving on this search with a
monophoton analysis would be challenging, as photon
backgrounds are expected to be significant, and CHARM
already excludes the region where the most improvement is
expected (as shown in a hypothetical SHiP monophoton
search in Fig. 3).

V. OTHER EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we discuss three proposed experiments
(MATHUSLA, REDTOP, and NA62) mentioned in
Ref. [34] that we do not expect to place significant novel
limits on the dark axion scenario with their current
analyses. Adjustments to each are possible to improve
their sensitivity to the dark axion portal.

A. MATHUSLA

MATHUSLA (massive timing hodoscope for ultrastable
neutral particles) [35,36] is a proposed detector with many
similarities to FASER in its objective, but with a very
different approach to detector design and position. The
proposed detector is a massive decay chamber 200 × 200 ×
20 m3 in volume, with five resistive plate capacitor tracking
layers spaced over an additional five meters above the
decay volume. The detector complex is located 100 m
above and 100 m downstream of the interaction point.1

Our calculation of MATHUSLA’s sensitivity is very
similar to that of FASER 2: We use EPOS-LHC to estimate
the production distribution and rate of π0 and η mesons.
As MATHUSLA expects to be sensitive to electrons
with energies greater than 1 GeV, we impose a cut of
Eπ0;η < 2 GeV, and find estimates of

Nπ0 ≈ 5.5 × 1018 and Nη ≈ 0.74 × 1018

for the HL-LHC run. Note that this is smaller by a factor of
3 than MATHUSLA estimates, but using the larger number
would not change our conclusions. Also, we require that
both the electron and positron cross all five tracking layers
with a minimum separation of 1 cm. We follow the
MATHUSLA estimates and place an exclusion on four
events while assuming approximately 100% efficiency.
We only consider the γ0 → aeþe− final state as it is not

yet known whether the MATHUSLA detector will be
built in such a way as to be sensitive to photons, and any
monophoton modes would possess more challenging
backgrounds [36]. Despite the lenient cuts and low
expected backgrounds, MATHUSLA does not appear
to possess new sensitivity to the dark axion portal, only
probing parameter space already covered by CHARM.
Approximately 10% of events survive the energy cuts due
to the relatively low energy of the off-axis π0 and η
particles that intersect the MATHUSLA detector. We note
that MATHUSLA does improve significantly with more
generous assumptions on the overall production rate such
as the larger N0

π estimate reported in the Ref. [36], but we
do not expect it to escape the parameter regime excluded
by CHARM.

1This places the center of the decay volume 110 m above and
200 m downstream of the interaction point.
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B. REDTOP

REDTOP2 (rare eta decays with a TPC for optical
photons) is a proposed η factory with plans to deliver
10181.8 GeV POTand a detector with very high solid angle
coverage. This experiment can place impressive new limits
on visible dark photon decays through the process
η → γA0 → γeþe−. While this decay has a reasonably large
SM branching ratio (∼7 × 10−3), a bump search of the
eþe− invariant mass can reveal the presence of the dark
photon. This is less effective in the dark axion scenario, as
not only is the branching ratio of the equivalent process
η → aγ0γ heavily suppressed relative to the minimal dark
photon but the γ0 must decay to the semivisible three-body
final state aeþe−, dramatically complicating any attempt to
reconstruct its mass. Should REDTOP place strong limits
on η → γeþe− þmissing energy, it may be able to con-
strain the dark axion portal in the region between the
current BABAR and CHARM limits.

C. NA62

NA62 [21,37,38] is a charged kaon decay experiment
using the 400 GeV proton beam at the CERN SPS. We take
the decay volume to be a 135 meter long cylinder beginning
82 meters downstream of the target with a 1 meter radius.
Only the first 75 meters are considered for charged decays,
as we force the leptons to cross the first spectrometer
chamber in order to guarantee that particles are correctly
identified. Both leptons must cross the liquid krypton
calorimeter (LKr) at the end of the decay pipe with a
spatial separation of at least 10 cm. Both leptons must also
be at least 15 from the central hole of the LKr. We
simulated the NA62 experiment for 1018 POT and assumed
100% efficiency. Unfortunately, the dark axion portal rarely
satisfies the separation condition as γ0 → aeþe− frequently
results in a highly collimated lepton pair. Were this cut less
severe, NA62 would be likely to impose some limits on the
dark axion parameter space.

VI. MUON g − 2 RECONSIDERED

The addition of the dark axion portal introduces correc-
tions to the coupling between leptons and the photon in the
form of a new two-loop diagram, which changes the
predicted value of the lepton anomalous magnetic moment

ðg − 2Þl. New contributions to aμ ≡ ðg−2Þμ
2

are of particular
interest, as the experimental measurements of the anoma-
lous magnetic moment of the muon from Brookhaven
National Laboratory [39–42] exceed the best theoretical
calculations by over three standard deviations [1]:

Δaμ ¼ aμðexpÞ − aμðSMÞ ¼ ð26.8� 7.6Þ × 10−10: ð7Þ

As was discussed in Ref. [13], the dark axion portal
contribution is negative, and therefore aggravates the
disagreement between theory and experiment.
The vector portal has the potential to explain the

discrepancy between theory and experiment by introducing
a new one-loop correction with a contribution equal to [43]:

aγ
0
l ¼ α

2π
ε2

Z
1

0

dz
2m2

lzð1 − zÞ2
m2

lð1 − zÞ2 þm2
γ0z

: ð8Þ

Values of ε sufficiently large to correct the discrepancy
have already been excluded by experimental searches, as
shown in Fig. 4.
An intriguing possibility is that the combination of the

two portals could correct the discrepancy in ðg−2Þμ while
weakening the constraints placed by electron-positron
decays through the vector portal. In order to accomplish
this, we must satisfy three conditions:
(1) The kinetic mixing parameter ε must be sufficiently

large to make a meaningful correction to aμ, re-
flected in Fig. 4 as the blue ðg − 2Þμ favored band.
This begins at ε > 10−3 for small mγ0 , and grows
larger with the mass.

(2) Gaγγ0 must be sufficiently small as to not be ruled out
by constraints from BABAR or make large changes
to aμ. The limits found previously in [13] and
summarized in Fig. 2 require that Gaγγ0 ⪅ 3 × 10−3.

FIG. 4. Leading constraints on visibly decaying dark photon γ0
coupling to the Standard Model through the vector portal. Limits
are at a 90% confidence level and given in terms of the kinetic
mixing parameter ε. The blue shaded region shows where a dark
photon can correct ðg − 2Þμ to within 2σ of its measured value
[1,39–42]. Shown are the limits from BABAR [44,45], KLOE-2
[46,47], PHENIX [48], A1 [49], NA48=2 [50], E774 [51] and
E141 [52] from Ref. [53], NA64 [54] and electron g − 2 [55].
Relevant limits suppressed for readability include two additional
limits from KLOE-2 [56,57], WASA-at-COSY [58] and HADES
[59]. Appearing at larger masses than are visible on this plot are
those produced by LHCb [60]. Several of the curves used in the
making of this plot were taken from data files [61,62].

2https://redtop.fnal.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/REDTOP_
EOI_v10.pdf.
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(3) The constraints on ε must be sufficiently suppressed
by the introduction of new dark axion portal decay
channels that the ðg − 2Þμ favored band in the vector
portal limits plot of Fig. 4 is no longer completely
excluded. The relevant limits for this discussion come
from corrections to the electron magnetic moment ae
from hidden photons [55], BABAR [45], HADES
[59], KLOE-2 [46,57], WASA-at-COSY [58], A1
[49], PHENIX [48] and NA48=2 [50].

Most of the vector portal limits are weakened when
Gaγγ0=ε is sufficiently large that the γ0 decays preferentially
through the dark axion portal process γ0 → aγ, as this
decreases Br(γ0 → eþe−). The limit on ae is not affected by
the introduction of the dark axion portal decay channel
γ0 → aγ, but may change due to corrections resulting from
new dark axion portal diagrams. Finally, beam dump
searches may also have their sensitivity suppressed some-
what by the reduction in the branching ratio of γ0 → lþl−,
and may be altered further by the increase in Γγ0 due to the
introduction of new decay channels. Experiments for which
the mean distance before decay is shorter than the distance
between the target and decay volume will experience an
exponential suppression of their sensitivity, as shown
in Eq. (6).
The width of γ0 → lþl− through the vector portal is

given by

Γðγ0 → lþl−Þ ¼ ε2e2

12π
mγ0

�
1 −

4m2
l

m2
γ0

�
1=2

; ð9Þ

where e ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4παem

p
. A plot of Br(γ0 → eþe−) for different

ratios of Gaγγ0 to ε is shown in Fig. 5. An important feature
to note is that the γ0 → eþe− decay channel dominates the
dark photon width when mγ0 is small.
We can now calculate the branching ratio Brðγ0 →

eþe− þ XÞ required for limits on the vector portal to no
longer exclude the 2σ aμ favored region, and therefore the
minimum value of Gaγγ0 required to satisfy our previous
conditions. In Fig. 6 we plot the value of this Gaγγ0 favored
linewhich satisfies this condition formγ0 ∈ ½0.025; 0.5� GeV
and find that these values ofGaγγ0 are easily excluded by the
BABAR monophoton search. Worse, the coupling is suffi-
ciently large that the dark axion portal contribution to
ðg − 2Þμ, which we recall worsens the ðg − 2Þμ discrepancy,
is of a comparable magnitude to the vector portal contribu-
tion. For mγ0 < 0.025 GeV, limits from measurements
of ae completely exclude the ðg2Þμ favored region. For
mγ0 > 0.5 GeV, the vector portal limits no longer rely solely
on the γ0 → eþe− þ X signature, and our simple treatment is
no longer sufficient to calculate the Gaγγ0 favored line. The
combination of the vector and dark axion portals is incapable
of resolving the ðg − 2Þμ anomaly while satisfying existing
constraints.

VII. DARK MATTER

One possibility we have not considered thus far is the
inclusion of an invisible dark matter candidate χ coupled to
the γ0. Should the coupling gγ0χχ be large and mχ < mγ0=2
hold, we would find that the invisible decay γ0 → χχ̄ would
dominate. This would heavily suppress the semivisible
decays of the γ0 that have comprised our strongest limits
thus far. For this section, we will assume no other couplings
between χ and the SM.

FIG. 5. The branching ratio of the vector portal process
γ → eþe− for five different ratios of Gaγγ0 to ε. The kink at
approximately 210 MeV is due to the γ0 → μþμ− channel. For
small mγ0 ≥ 2me, the kinetic mixing decay dominates due to the
weaker dependence of (9) on the mass of the dark photon. At
mγ0 ≤ 2me, γ0 → eþe− is forbidden by energy conservation, and
this appears in the plot as a nearly vertical line next to the y axis
where the branching ratio drops to zero.

FIG. 6. The minimum value of Gaγγ0 required to suppress the
vector portal limits shown in Fig. 4 such that the aμ favored
region is not completely excluded superimposed upon a cutout of
the limits of Fig. 2. The line does not extend below 25 MeVas ae
limits exclude this region. While the plot could be extended above
0.5 GeV, its calculation is complicated by KLOE-2 searches
[46,57], as they do not rely solely on the γ0 → eþe− signal.
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All of the beam dump limits considered, CHARM, SHiP
and FASER, would be completely eliminated, as the γ0
decays in an undetectable fashion in the unlikely event that
it survives to reach one of their detectors. The BABAR and
Belle-II monophoton limits fare rather better: While the
process eþe− → aðγ0 → χχ̄Þ no longer provides a mono-
photon signal due to the rapid and invisible decay of
the γ0, we can instead study the rarer scattering process
eþe− → aγγ0. These two channels were briefly compared
in Fig. 3 of Ref. [13]. In addition, the off-shell process
eþe− → aγ0� → aaγ also remains available, though highly
suppressed. We would naively expect the limits from
BABAR and Belle-II to weaken by a factor of approximatelyffiffiffiffiffi
20

p
∼ 4.5, and without the reliance on the decay of a

potentially long-lived γ0, the limits would not show
the same weakening behavior at low masses shown
in Fig. 2.
The LSND and MiniBooNE limits, on the other

hand, could increase their mass reach. The fixed target
neutrino experiments primarily rely on observing recoils
from the scattering of the long-lived axion ae → γ0e, but
their signals are complicated at high masses by the
subsequent decay γ0 → aγ inside the detector (note that
this is in and of itself an interesting new physics signature,
but the currently available analyses cannot account for it).
With the inclusion of the invisible decay of the γ0, the limits
placed by these experiments can extend to tens of MeV. The
strength of the limit in Gaγγ0 will be weakened slightly, as
the γ0 particles produced in the target no longer serve as a
secondary source of a particles through their subsequent
decays.
The limits from lepton g − 2 are largely unaffected by the

introduction of dark matter particles χ. We can, however,
reexamine the arguments of the previous section by
considering a combination of the dark axion portal, the
vector portal and the coupling gγ0χχ , and come to the same
conclusions. The dark axion portal cannot resolve the
gμ − 2 discrepancy on its own, and the inclusion of dark
matter does not change matters, forcing us to consider the
effect on the vector portal. While it is true that this new
decay channel heavily suppresses or completely eliminates
all of the beam dump and rare decay limits shown in Fig. 4,
NA64 [63] and BABAR [64] analyses place strong con-
straints on a kinetically mixed dark photon that decays
invisibly. These limits completely rule out the kinetic
mixing regime where gμ − 2 might be improved by the
inclusion of a dark photon.

VIII. MONOPHOTON SEARCH

The previous section considered the effects of combining
the vector and dark axion portals but ignored the possibility
that there may be strong new experimental constraints on a
scenario combining both portals. Frequently, one portal
will dominate over the other in interactions with the SM,

but this need not always be the case, and for some
combinations, production may occur through one portal,
while detection proceeds through another.
The production rate of γ0 and a is suppressed in the

dark axion portal by the need to produce the particles in
pairs, resulting in three-body final states or worse. If vector
portal processes instead produced the dark photons, the
production rate could be greatly enhanced at the cost of
satisfying the robust existing constraints on the kinetic
mixing parameter ε. We can suppress the limits on a
kinetically mixed dark photon if the dark axion portal
decay γ0 → aγ dominates over leptonic decay modes. As
was shown in Sec. VI, this requires Gaγγ0 ≫ ε=GeV, which
is possible due to the comparatively weak constraints on the
dark axion portal, and that mγ0 be greater than few tens of
MeV. The latter requirement is due to the strong mγ0

dependence of the branching ratio shown in Fig. 5.
There is still the potential for an improvement over the
proton beam dump limits we have considered previously on
a timescale shorter than that required by SHiP, particularly
from electron beam dump experiments with dark photon
bremsstrahlung as a production channel as suggested
in Fig. 7.
Electron beam dumps could supplement the exclusion

regions already provided by BABAR and CHARM, though
their exact reach is dependent on the magnitude of the
kinetic mixing parameter ε. A beam dump experiment’s
sensitivity is at its greatest when the mean decay length is
equal to the distance between the decay volume and the
production target. This distance is dependent on both the
coupling through which the decay proceeds and the energy
of the decaying particle. For electron bremsstrahlung, we
can use the improved Weizsäcker-Williams approximation
[65–67] to find that the emitted dark photon will possess an
energy nearly equal to that of the electron beam itself so
long as the electron beam energy is far greater than the
electron mass [53,68,69]. We consider the mean travel
distance for both 10 and 20 GeV electron beams for
Gaγγ0 ¼ 10−3, 10−4 GeV−1 in Fig. 8 to illustrate the regions
of greatest potential reach for such an experiment. Of

FIG. 7. A schematic of an electron beam dump experiment
searching for monophoton signals. A scenario of particular
interest is one for which dark photon production proceeds
through vector portal bremsstrahlung, while the decay to aγ
proceeds through the dark axion portal. The photon is observed in
the detector as a monophoton, while the invisible a escapes. A
possible variant involves searching for the decay of a sufficiently
short-lived a, resulting in a three-photon signal produced through
the axion portal decay a → γγ.
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particular interest is the mγ0 < 100 MeV region below the
existing CHARM limit. As an example, the E137 experi-
ment may be capable of placing new limits, but with a
target-to-detector distance of 383 meters, it is likely only to
be sensitive to the mγ0 < 30 MeV region already covered
by CHARM. An electron beam dump could make a
significant improvement on these experiments with a
shorter target-detector distance on the order of tens of
meters and the ability to record monophoton events. Note
that the limits on the dark photon from vector portal
couplings are particularly strong for mγ0 of a few MeV,
as the electron-positron decay channel dominates for these
masses, as shown in Fig. 5.

IX. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We calculated the sensitivity of the proposed SHiP,
FASER and FASER 2 experiments to the dark axion portal
in the ma ≪ m0

γ limit, and summarized them in Fig. 2. We
examined the effects of combining the vector portal and
dark axion portal on the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon, and building on this we suggested that the two
portals could be combined to search for kinetically mixed
dark photons with monophoton decay signatures produced
through γ0 → aγ.
SHiP is capable of great improvements over the

existing beam dump limits from CHARM by searching
for the dark photon decay signature γ0 → eþe−a using the
same selection cuts as the planned vector portal dark
photon search under the assumption of zero backgrounds.
The large boost and short baseline provide SHiP with
sensitivity to values of mγ0 as large as 250 MeV. A
monophoton search could further improve SHiP’s sensi-
tivity, with particularly large gains for mγ0 ∼ 2me, though
the exact enhancement is heavily dependent on the severity
of γ related background. Figure 3 shows a possible 100-
event contour.
FASER and FASER 2 were also studied, and provide an

interesting contrast with SHiP. The much lower collision
rate between protons and smaller length of decay volume
relative to the interaction point-detector distance severely
weakens FASER’s sensitivity to the dark axion portal.
FASER 2’s possesses greatly improved sensitivity due to its
much larger size and available luminosity significantly
improves its sensitivity, allowing it to probe regions
of the parameter space unavailable to CHARM. We briefly
considered the benefits of a monophoton search at
FASER 2, but it may be challenging to overcome SM
backgrounds.
We calculated the effect on ðg − 2Þμ of the combined

dark axion and vector portals in an attempt to resolve the
discrepancy between theory and experiment. We found that
by introducing the γ0 → aγ decay channel the constraints
on the kinetic mixing ε could be suppressed, freeing the
ðg − 2Þμ favored region of the parameter space shown in
Fig. 4 from existing limits. However, the values of Gaγγ0

required to sufficiently suppress the constraints on ε were
excluded by limits from BABAR.
Novel searches are possible for the combined vector and

dark axion portal scenario. One possibility is the production
of dark photons through bremsstrahlung and decay to a
monophoton through γ0 → aγ. The combination of portals
can take advantage of the numerous electron beam dump
experiments that would otherwise lack sensitivity to the
dark axion portal, but the absence of monophoton analyses
may hamper their potential searches. A short-baseline
electron beam dump experiment with sensitivity to mono-
photon signals would provide an ideal environment for this
kind of search.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. The mean travel distance before decay of a γ0 with
energy equal to 10 and 20 GeV for two interesting values ofGaγγ0 .
Dark photons produced through electron bremsstrahlung are
highly collimated with the beam direction and possess an energy
nearly equal to that of the electron beam itself. Parameters for
which the decay length is much shorter than a meter are likely to
decay before escaping the target and any shielding present, while
extremely large decay lengths many times larger than the detector
size result in very few of the dark photon decays inside of the
detector. The target-detector distance for E137, a comparable
electron beam dump experiment with a beam energy of 20 GeV, is
shown in (b) for reference.
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